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18V MUD MIXER BARE WITH KEYED CHUCK (TOOL ONLY) M18FPMC-0

BY MILWAUKEE

The M18 FUEL Mud Mixer with 180 ° handle delivers the

performance and durability to fully replace corded mixers.

With the POWERSTATE Brushless motor it has the power to

mix heavy compounds, such as concrete and mortar. Using

our REDLINK intelligence the variable speed dial, the variable

speed trigger and the lock on button combine to give the

user ultimate control for a consistent mix and cleaner

working environment. With the M18 REDLITHIUM-ION battery

the user can mix up to 15 buckets on one 5.0Ah battery. The

180 ° adjustable handle is designed to allow every user to

optimise the handle position for their comfort. This

MILWAUKEE cordless solution increases productivity by

eliminating the need for cords and allows the user to mix the

material at the workspace where it is being applied.

Features:

Power to mix heavy compounds, such as concrete and

mortar.

Ultimate speed control: 3 different ways of controlling speed

for clean and consistent mixes (8-speed setting dial, variable

speed trigger and a lock on button)

180 ° adjustable handle with 16 adjustable settings for

optimised preference and comfort

Chuck key with on-tool storage

Includes:

(1) M18 FUEL™ Mud Mixer w/ Keyed Chuck (Tool Only)

[M18FPMC-0]

SKU Option Part # Price

5009788 M18FPMC-0 $489

Model

Type Mud Mixer

SKU 5009788

Part Number M18FPMC-0

Barcode 4892210179043

Brand Milwaukee

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 2.7 kg

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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(1) Auxiliary Handle

(1) Chuck Key

(Not included) Battery and charger
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